At 2 p.m., Nov. 22, 2010, Dr. Rolf Holtz, the psychology professor of college of Education at Troy University, paid his visit to Confucius Institute at Troy University.

Dr. Rolf had won the research fund on Chinese education of Troy University, and continued his Chinese education research in China. Meanwhile, Dr. Rolf Holtz is going to deliver his lectures at Hebei Normal University of Science and Technology, and do some research on the aspect of psychology in China remote areas. Dr. Rolf Holtz is very inquisitive and confident about Chinese psychology research, and his research in China this time will turn to educational psychology in China rural areas.

CIT did a lot of preparation work to make his visit smooth and successful, which really was a great help. Dr. Rolf Holtz mentioned in his talks that he really expected this research in china, he was confident that he would do a great job, and he hoped his research can make Americans better understand the real life and education in China remote areas; he also mentioned the expectation and investment on education of today’s Chinese parents to their children, and the effect of Confucius educational theory to Chinese peasants. His research on Chinese education will definitely further the cooperation between Troy University and HNUST to a wider and deeper field.